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’INTRODUCTION
The energy landscape theory of protein folding
1 asserts that
proteins evolved to minimize frustration during the folding
process.
2 This suggested that the energy landscape of proteins
is globally funneled toward the native state, so that many routes
are available for the folding polypeptide chain to reach the native
conformation. Thus, the folding process involves the formation
of ensembles of increasingly ordered structures as it proceeds
down the funnel.
1,3,4 Characterization of the main conformers of
theproteinandthewaystakentomovefromonetotheotherisa
fundamental objective of protein folding research.
While experiments provide the primary evidence regarding
protein folding and its determinants, molecular dynamics (MD)
simulationscan potentiallyadd upimportant informationthanks
totheatomisticresolutiontheyprovide.
5Ideally,iftheforceﬁeld
used were accurate enough and if computational time was
suﬃcient, MD simulations could directly identify all the protein
conformers and transitions between them. Even in that case,
however, we would be challenged by the enormous amount of
data which constitutetheMD trajectory.Howcan we extractthe
relevant information from the trajectory and provide it in a
“human readable” form without losing or overlooking any
important details?
A tractable representation of the dynamics of the protein
corresponds to providing, e.g., populations of conformers and
their rates of exchange. A large variety of methods have been
proposed to address this point. On one hand, there are ap-
proaches based on the projection of the dynamics along a series
of observables (i.e., the end-to-end distance, the radius of
gyration, root mean squared deviation (rmsd) from reference
structure, dihedral angles, etc.). Such methods have the advan-
tageofprovidingtheresultswithaclearandimmediatemeaning,
but may lead to missing the relevant degrees of freedom, as we
project an intrinsically multidimensional system onto the few
dimensions represented by the observables.
6,7 On the other
hand, another class of approaches is based on a discretization
of the trajectory via clustering, where conformations of the
peptide chain are grouped together when they are similar
according to some metrics deﬁned directly in the multidimen-
sional space of the peptide chain. These approaches reduce the
risk of missing relevant degrees of freedom and allow for the
determination of purely kinetic properties such as commitment
probabilities and mean ﬁrst passage times.
8 12 However, they
usuallyrequirefurthercomplexstepsofanalysislikeMarkovstate
models
13,14 or procedures to recover the free energy basins
12,15
to reach an accurate and concise description of the system.
Markov state models (MSM) have received increasing atten-
tion as a powerful tool to analyze and integrate MD trajectories
and obtain a concise and unbiased view of the dynamics of
biopolymers.
13,14,16 21 On the basis of the assumption that on a
long enough time scale the biopolymer dynamics can be repre-
sentedas a Markov process, these proceduresnaturally provide a
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ABSTRACT: Atomistic molecular dynamics simulations of the
TZ1 beta-hairpin peptide have been carried out using an
implicit model for the solvent. The trajectories have been
analyzedusingaMarkov statemodeldeﬁnedontheprojections
along two signiﬁcant observables and a kinetic network ap-
proach. The Markov state model allowed for an unbiased
identiﬁcation of the metastable states of the system, and
provided the basis for commitment probability calculations
performedon thekinetic network. Thekineticnetworkanalysis
served to extract the main transition state for folding of the
peptide and to validate the results from the Markov state analysis. The combination of the two techniques allowed for a consistent
and concise characterization of the dynamics of the peptide. The slowest relaxation process identiﬁed is the exchange between
variablyfoldedanddenaturedspecies,andthesecondslowestprocessistheexchangebetweentwodiﬀerentsubsetsofthedenatured
state which could not be otherwise identiﬁed by simple inspection of the projected trajectory. The third slowest process is the
exchange between a fully native and a partially folded intermediate state characterized by a native turn with a proximal backbone
H-bond, and frayed side-chain packing and termini. The transition state for the main folding reaction is similar to the intermediate
state, although a more native like side-chain packing is observed.7460 dx.doi.org/10.1021/jp112158w |J. Phys. Chem. B 2011, 115, 7459–7471
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way to identify the relevant macrostates of the system and their
exchange rates. The procedures usually require an initial dis-
cretization of the trajectory into microstates that have to satisfy
certain criteria; e.g., conformations separated by free energy
barriers have to belong to diﬀerent microstates,
13 and the size
of the microstates has to be suﬃcient to provide a statistically
signiﬁcant estimate of the transition probabilities into the other
microstates.Theserequirementscannotalwaysbeenforcedfrom
the beginning of the analysis. Although MSMs provide tools to
check a posteriori the Markovianity of the system, other ways to
cross-check the results and identify possible weaknesses in the
model can improve the overall description and understanding of
the biopolymer dynamics.
Here, we analyze extensive MD simulations of a model β-
hairpin, for which hundreds of folding and unfolding events
could be sampled, thanks to the adoption of a continuous model
for the solvent. Using a Bayesian approach,
18,19 we optimize a
MSM to ﬁt the trajectories projected onto two relevant observa-
bles, and from the eigenvectors of the rate matrices we extract
informationonthemacrostatesinvolvedintheslowestrelaxation
dynamics.Then,weevaluatetheMarkovianityofthedescription.
Beside the Markov state analysis, we carry out a kinetic network
analysis
9,22whichconsistsofbuildinganetwork(orgraph)outof
the clustered trajectories by associating the conformational
clusters with the nodes of the network and the observed
transitions with the links between nodes. We then merge the
results of the Markov state analysis and those of the kinetic
network analysis. This is done by projecting the Markov macro-
states on the network representation and using the Markov
macrostates as target states for folding commitment probability
calculations on the network. We show that this combined
approach allows for the determination of the main conformers
of the peptide, their exchange rates, and also the transition state
ensemble, and helps to provide a concise view of the peptide
dynamics. The methods described are found to be particularly
useful in the present case, as they allow for the identiﬁcation of
diﬀerentconformerswithinthedenaturedstateensemble.Thisis
especially important because partially unfolded and denatured
states of proteins have been implicated in several cellular
processes, and the importance in cellular function of natively
unfolded and marginally stable proteins is being increasingly
recognized.
23 Similarly, the role played by the residual structure
of the denatured states in determining the folding process needs
to be carefully evaluated.
24 We ﬁnally provide a structural and
thermodynamicdescriptionofthestatesidentiﬁedforthehairpin
peptide.
’METHODS
Simulation Protocols. The 12-residue β-hairpin trypto-
phan zipper 1 (TZ1, Figure 1, pdb ID 1LE0)
25 with a type II0
turn and a core of four interlocking tryptophan residues was
modeled using implicit-solvent molecular dynamics simulations.
Simulations were run using the program CHARMM,
26 with all
heavy atoms and polar hydrogen atoms being modeled explicitly
using a united-atom parametrization (PARAM19). The aqueous
effects of the solvent on the solute are described by a mean-field
approximation based on the solvent-accessible surface area
(SASA) of the peptide.
27 To improve sampling, solute solvent
frictional forces have been neglected; this has no appreciable
effect on the thermodynamic properties of the system. Initial
atomic positions are extracted from the NMR structure.
Ten MD simulation trajectories of 2 μs each and diﬀerent
initial velocities were run at 300, 330, and 360 K. The tempera-
ture was kept constant during the simulations by weak coupling
to an external bath, as described by Berendsen et al.,
28 with no
pressure constraints being imposed on the system. The SHAKE
algorithm
29 was used to ﬁx covalent bond lengths, allowing a 2 fs
integration time step.
Structural Analysis. The trajectories were examined by ob-
serving the deviation from the NMR structure in the root-mean-
square distance (rmsd) between backbone CR atoms. The
number of backbone hydrogen bonds (H-bond) was also exam-
inedforthepeptide.Insteadofusingastepfunctiontodescribea
H-bond as either formed (1) with an interatomic distance of less
than 2.6 Å or not formed (0) with an interatomic distance in
excess of this cutoff, a sigmoidal function of the distance d was
usedfHB(d)=1/(1þ(x/2.6)
6).Usingthismethod,acontinuous
rangeofvaluesbetween1and0isobtained,withfHB(d=2.6Å)=
0.5 representing a conformation with an interatomic distance of
exactly2.6Å,fHB(d)valuescloseto1representingconformations
with interatomic distances less than 2.6 Å, and values close to 0
representing conformations with interatomic distances greater
than 2.6 Å.
FivenativeH-bondcontactswereidentiﬁedalongthebackbone
of the native conformation. Since the H-bond nearest to the turn
sequencewasformedforconformationsinallstates,theremaining
four H-bonds were taken as a reference by which to assess the
degree of nativeness of a given structure, through the variable
HB = ∑ifHB(di), where the sum is extended to the four H-bonds.
Definition of the Microstates for the Markov State Model.
The globally funneled energy landscape theorized for protein
folding allows for a significant reduction in the complexity of the
description provided that simple reaction coordinates are found
to capture the folding process.
1 In this study, the simulation
trajectories were projected along the observables HB and rmsd
andbinnedintoNtwo-dimensionalmicrostates.Thus,eachbin/
microstate is defined byboth a range of HB values anda range of
rmsd values. In this way, a discretized trajectory s(t) ∈ [1,2,...
N]"t∈[0,Tf]wasobtained,whereTfisthetotalsimulationtime.
Figure 1. The 12-residue β-hairpin TZ1: from the Protein Data Bank
with (a) backbone carbon (cyan), nitrogen (blue), oxygen (red), and
hydrogen (white) atoms and residue labels, and (b) tryptophan side-
chains and secondary structure, with gray for random coil, red for
extended β-sheet, and tan for turn sequence.7461 dx.doi.org/10.1021/jp112158w |J. Phys. Chem. B 2011, 115, 7459–7471
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Uniform binning (i.e., all bins having the same width along
each of the two observables) resulted in poor statistics for some
of the transitions between microstates, which compromised the
accuracy of the rate matrix diagonalization (data not shown).
Thus, a variable binning strategy was adopted, which requires a
few iterations of the following algorithm. Starting from a single
two-dimensional bin containing all the data points, bins contain-
ing more than ntb = 12000 points were evenly split into four
smaller identical bins with halved width along each dimension,
and the data points were redistributed in the four smaller bins.
No splitting was performed for bins whose width was equal or
smaller than (ΔHB = 0.25   Δrmsd = 0.625), both to limit
the total number of bins and to prevent artificial splitting of very
similar conformations. This procedure favors a more uniform
distributionofthedatapointsintothebins(i.e.,themicrostates),
and eventually leads to more accurate estimates for transi-
tion probabilities between microstates. The binning procedure
was applied separately for the simulations at 300, 330, and
360 K, resulting in different numbers of bins/microstates at each
temperature. The observed probability Pi of each microstate is
given by
Pi ¼
1
Tf ∑
Tf
t¼0
δsðtÞ,i ð1Þ
where t is the time and δ is the Kronecker delta function. The
number of transitions observed from microstate i to microstate j
Nji after a lag time Δt is thus expressed as
Nji ¼ ∑
Tf   Δt
t¼0
δsðtÞ,iδsðt þ ΔtÞ,j ð2Þ
Markov State Model. Below, the MSM is derived following
the formalism proposed by Hummer and co-workers.
18 Assum-
ingthat,aftertheinitiallagtimeΔt,thedynamicsobservedalong
the simulation trajectories is Markovian, the probability Pi
satisfies a master equation:
dPðtÞ
dt
¼ R 3PðtÞð 3Þ
where the vector P(t) represents the probability for each micro-
state at time t and R is a transition rate matrix with constant
elements Rij g 0 for i 6¼ j, Rii e 0, and ∑iRij =0 .
Equation 3 has the solution
PðtÞ¼exp½tR 3Pð0Þð 4Þ
If the system converges to an equilibrium distribution, the
equilibrium probability P
eq is a right-eigenvector of R with zero
eigenvalue, and the system must satisfy detailed balance so that
RjiP
eq
i ¼ RijP
eq
j ð5Þ
The matrix exponential of eq 4 can be calculated through the
diagonalization of the symmetric matrix ~ R:
~ R ¼ P 1=2RP1=2 ð6Þ
where P
(1/2 is the diagonal matrix with elements (Pi
eq)
(1/2.
For the diagonalization, the orthogonal matrix U of eigenvec-
tors of ~ R must satisfy the relation ~ RU = UΛ, where Λ is the
diagonal matrix with eigenvalues of  λi. Since UU
T = U
TU,
where U
T is the transpose of U, eqs 4 and 6 can be combined:
etR ¼ P1=2UetΛUTP 1=2 ð7Þ
The left and right eigenvectors of R can be obtained from the
eigenvectors of ~ R (note that they have the same eigenvalues):
ER ¼ P1=2U
EL ¼ P 1=2U
ð8Þ
Inaddition tothestationarysolution P
eqwithzeroeigenvalue,
the other right-eigenvectors of R have negative eigenvalues
representing decay rates, and the vectors’ elements sum up to
zero.Soasystem instate iattime t=t0has aprobabilityp(j,t0þ
Δt|i, t0) of being in state j at time t0 þ Δt given by
pðj,t0 þ Δtji,t0Þ¼pðj,Δtji,0Þ
¼½ P1=2UTeΔtΛUP 1=2 ji ð9Þ
The rate matrix R was estimated using Bayesian
inference
18,19,30 by constructing a posterior distribution of the
model parameters from the simulation data. If a uniform prior
distribution of the model parameters is assumed, the posterior
distribution is proportional to a likelihood function L, which
gives the probability of observing the same motions on the HB-
rmsd reaction coordinates in the Markov model as those seen in
the simulations:
L ¼
Y Tf
t
pðsðt þ ΔtÞ,ΔtjsðtÞ,0Þð 10Þ
This may be rewritten in the form
L ¼
Y
ij
pðj,Δtji,0Þ
Nji ð11Þ
AMonteCarlosamplingofthevaluesofRandP
eqcompatible
withthesimulationdatawasobtainedusing ln(L)astheenergy
function and by constructing the initial rate matrix R from the
equilibrium probabilities Pi (eq 1) and the observed transitions
Nij (eq 2) after symmetrization and normalization. A simulated
annealingstrategywasusedwheretheMonteCarlotemperature,
initialized at 10, was gradually lowered to 1 following an
exponential decay as a function of Monte Carlo steps. Only the
data obtained with Monte Carlo temperatures below 1.005 were
retained for the sampling. The Monte Carlo step size was
dynamically adapted in order to obtain an acceptance ratio
between 10 and 30%. A total of 10
7 Monte Carlo steps were
performed, and samples of R and P
eq values were saved every
1000steps.Each sampled RandP
eqpairwasindividuallyusedto
compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the associated
Markovmodel.EigenvaluesandeigenvectorsofRwereaveraged
over the sampled data.
On the basis of Perron clustering theory,
31 the microstates
were then partitioned into macrostates using information from
the slowest non-null left eigenvectors of R. Because of the gap
between the third and fourth non-null eigenvalues, we consid-
eredthe three slowest eigenvectors for partitioning. Each macro-
state is deﬁned as the set of microstates having the same signs of
the components of the three slowest left eigenvectors used for
partitioning. We note that numerically more robust versions of
this algorithm have also been presented.
14,32
Cluster Analysis. The Leader algorithm
33 was used to group
structures whose distance root-mean-square deviation between
CRandCβatomswaslessthan0.8Å.Thisvaluefortheclustering
cutoff was chosen as a compromise between smaller values,
yielding many small clusters and poor intercluster statistics, and7462 dx.doi.org/10.1021/jp112158w |J. Phys. Chem. B 2011, 115, 7459–7471
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larger values, resulting in heterogeneous structures being
grouped in the same cluster. The clustering and other structural
analyses were performed using the program WORDOM.
34
Commitment Probability. The commitment probability
pcommit
R,β for a protein conformation is the probability that it will
foldintoagivenstateRbeforereachingstateβ.Thereareseveral
methods to measure the pcommit of a conformation.
35 One
method is to start a large number of short MD simulations from
the given conformation, and record the number of trajectories
that commit to a given state of the molecule.
36 The number of
trial simulations required for a reliable evaluation of pcommit for
the many conformations saved along a trajectory makes this
method unfeasible. An alternative method estimates commit-
ment probabilities for all structures in an equilibrium folding/
unfolding trajectory without the need for any additional
simulations.
10,11 This method is outlined in more detail below.
Theprobabilitypcommit
R,β ofasinglestructureireachingeitherof
the states R or β is given by
p
R,β
commitðiÞ¼
nRðiÞ
ntotðiÞ
ð12Þ
where nR is the number of MD simulations starting from
structure i which reach state R and ntot is the total number of
committed MD simulations starting from i.
Since structurally similar conformations have similar kinetic
behavior, they also have similar pcommit
R,β .
11 Structures along a
trajectory were grouped in structurally similar clusters, as de-
scribed above, and the segment of MD trajectory following each
structure was checked for reaching either the states R or β. The
pcommit
R,β of a cluster C is deﬁned as the ratio between structures
foldingintostateRandthetotalnumberofcommittedstructures
in the cluster. Each structure in the cluster is then assigned the
pcommit
R,β of the cluster. Although the MSM identiﬁed several slow
relaxation processes in TZ1, we are mostly interested in the one
between the folded and the denatured region of the peptide, i.e.,
the main folding transition, which, in the present case, is
represented by the slowest non-null eigenmode of the rate
matrix.Thus,weconsideredonlythesignstructureoftheslowest
non-null eigenvector and we selected the three most populated
microstates with a positive eigenvector component (i.e., belong-
ingtothefoldedregion)andthemostpopulatedmicrostatewith
a negative eigenvector component (i.e., belonging to the dena-
tured region, the denatured region has a much larger population
than the native region so a single microstate is suﬃcient) and
used them as targetsR and βformeasuring pcommit. The R and β
subsetsaremeanttorepresentthebottomofthefreeenergywell
of the native and denatured region, respectively.
The ability of the approximate commitment probability as a
reaction coordinate to locate the dominant transition between
the folded and denatured states can be evaluated by examining
the conformations on a transition pathway. Following
Hummer,
37 a transition pathway (TP) is deﬁned as any section
of a trajectory leaving a state Aand proceeding directly to state B
(i.e., without crossing back into A), and vice versa. In our
calculations, A and B are the conformations with pcommit e 0.2
and pcommit g 0.8, respectively. A minimum path length of 0.08
nswasimposedtoruleoutrapidﬂuctuationsattheboundariesof
the TPs. The conditional probability that a conformation with a
given value of the pcommit coordinate will be on a TP, p(TPATB|
pcommit), is then measured directly from the trajectory, and its
distribution is compared with the limiting case of the pure
unidimensional diﬀusion to ascertain the quality of our approx-
imate pcommit as a reaction variable for the folding transition.
Kinetic Network Analysis. The conformation space of the
peptide,assampledbymoleculardynamics,canbemappedto
a network describing the significant free energy minima and
their dynamic connectivity, without requiring arbitrarily cho-
sen reaction coordinates. Some studies
6 have found poorly
chosen reaction coordinates can mask important details, such
asheterogeneityofdenaturedortransitionstates,especiallyin
the case of potentials based on physiochemical principles, like
CHARMM.
Inthiscase,the“nodes”ofthenetworkaretheclustersdeﬁned
previously bythe clusteranalysis, with direct transitions between
clusters along the trajectory representing the “edges” of the
network.
9 Two clusters are connected by an undirected link if
eithertheyincludeapairofstructuresthatarevisitedwithin20ps
or they include structures that are separated by one or more
conformations belonging to clusters with less than 20 struc-
tures each.
The nodes of the network were ordered on the graph so that
closenodescorrespondtoclusterswithasimilarlinkpattern,and
colored according to the Markov macrostates deﬁned above.
’RESULTS
Identification of Stable States. The stable states of the
peptide were identified by optimizing a MSM using Bayesian
analysis, as described in “Methods”. Initial calculations carried
out using only the backbone H-bonds for the definition of the
microstates did not show Markovianity, as reported by the
eigenvalue spectrum which did not converge at any lag time
(data not shown). Simulations were then projected along both
HBandrmsd,andthedatawerebinnedintoadiscretenumberof
two-dimensional microstates defined by both a range of HB and
rmsd values (Figure 2a). Thus, 55, 53, and 41 microstates were
obtainedat 300, 330, and 360 K, respectively. The variablewidth
of the microstates/bins, obtained using the adaptive binning
procedure described in the “Methods” section, reduces the
presence of scarcely populated bins which would introduce large
uncertainties on the elements of the transition matrix. The
MSMwasthenbuiltusingthosemicrostates.Theensembleof
rate matrices compatible with the simulation data was ob-
tained using the Bayesian analysis and the likelihood function
L (eq 11). The rate matrices were then diagonalized. At all
three temperatures (300, 330, 360 K), the slowest non-null
eigenvalue converged for lag times not lessthan 2.56 ns, and a
well-defined gap was observed between the slowest and
second-slowest non-null eigenvalues (the eigenvector corre-
sponding to the null eigenvalue is the equilibrium state) and
betweenthethirdandfourthnon-nulleigenvalues(Figure2b).The
relaxation times for the three slowest processes at the three
temperatures are reported in Table 1. Although the slowest
relaxation process at 360 K is on average slightly faster than
the lag time, the subsequent analysis of the corresponding
macrostatesprovidedresultsinlinewiththoseobtainedatthe
lower temperatures, so we decided to present the 360 K data
as well.
The sign of the components of an eigenvector of the rate
matrix (note that components of left and right eigenvectors of R
have the same sign) tells us which microstates exchange popula-
tion during the corresponding relaxation process (e.g., the
microstates with positive components of the eigenvector lose7463 dx.doi.org/10.1021/jp112158w |J. Phys. Chem. B 2011, 115, 7459–7471
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population in favor of those with negative components, or vice
versa, depending on the initial conditions). On the basis of this
idea, which has been rigorously formalized in Perron clustering
theory,
31 the signs of the components of the ﬁrst three non-null
left eigenvectors of the rate matrices, which give information on
the slowest, second-slowest, and third-slowest relaxation pro-
cesses, respectively, were used to identify four signiﬁcantly
populated stable macrostates, as detailed in “Methods”. Non-
signiﬁcantly populated macrostates were lumped into the other
macrostates according to structural similarity.
Inspection of the elements of the ﬁrst eigenvector reveals that
it describes the relaxation process between the folded and
denatured regions of the peptide’s conformational space. At
300 K (Figure 2c, left), the folded region is roughly deﬁned by
a maximum rmsd of 6 Å and between 0.5 and 4 formed HB
contacts, and the denatured region is deﬁned by a maximum of
0.25 formed HB contacts for 2.25 Å < rmsd < 6.25 Å and a
maximum of 1 formed HB contact for rmsd's above 6.25 Å. The
second eigenvector yields more detailed information about the
denatured region, which at 300 K (Figure 2c, center) is com-
prised of two distinct macrostates occupying separate regions on
the HB-rmsd projection: the ﬁrst macrostate is roughly deﬁned
by HB < 0.25 and 2.25 Å < rmsd < 3.75 Å and will be referred to
as state D1. The second macrostateis roughly deﬁned byHB<1
andrmsd>3.75ÅandwillbereferredtoasstateD2(at360K,in
Figure 2e, middle, there is some scatter with a microstate from
D1(dark) in the D2 region; however, this microstate has an
extremely low population as reported by Figure 2a, right, and its
presence does not aﬀect the validity of our statement). The third
eigenvector identiﬁes two subsetsof thefolded region. The most
native-like subset will be referred to as the native state N and will
compriseroughlyconformationswithHB>0.5andrmsd<2.25Å.
Theintermediateregion(at300Kwithroughly0.25<HB<2and
2.25 Å < rmsd < 6.25 Å, Figure 2c, right) will be referred to as
state I. The eigenvectors at 330 and 360 K show a very similar
picture, as illustrated in Figure 2d and e.
In Figure 3, information from all three eigenvectors is merged
to yield a picture comprising four stable macrostates at all three
temperatures: N (magenta), I (yellow), D1 (blue), and D2
(green).
Kinetic Networks. As described in “Methods”, a kinetic
network is produced based on the clustering of the MD
trajectory. Conformational clusters correspond to the nodes of
thenetwork,andtheobservedtransitionscorrespondtothelinks
betweennodes.Thismappingallowsforthedefinitionofavector
for each cluster whose components are the network distances (i.
e., the minimal number of separating links) between the cluster
and a set of reference clusters (e.g., the most populated ones).
Thenetworkcanbeprojectedontoatwo-dimensionalgraph,using
thefirsttwoprincipalcomponentsofthecovariancematrixofthe
cluster vectors.
38 This representation has the advantage of
preserving the kinetic similarities between clusters. Thus, the
network could be represented in a plot where the clusters were
Table 1. Relaxation Times of the Markov State Model from
the Average Eigenvalues of the Rate Matrices
relaxation time (ns)
temperature (K) 1/λ1 1/λ2 1/λ3
300 20.0(0.6 4.6( 0.4 4.2(0.1
330 6.7(0.5 2.6(0.2 1.8 (0.1
360 2.0(0.1 1.4(0.1 0.8(0.1
Figure 2. (a)Equilibrium distribution ofthe microstates ofthe Markov
state model ﬁtting simulation data at 300 K (left), 330 K (middle), and
360 K (right). The simulation data binned into the microstates provide
very similar (undistinguishable) distributions. The variable width of the
microstates in the HB/rmsd space is obtained via an adaptive binning
algorithm (see “Methods”) to limit the presence of poorly populated
microstates. (b) Relaxation times (inverse eigenvalues) of the Markov state
model as a function of lag time for the simulations at 330 K (error bars at
99% conﬁdence interval). Convergence is reached for lag times equal or
largerthan2.5ns.Similarplotsareobtainedat300and360K(notshown).
First (left), second (middle), and third (right) average non-null left
eigenvectors of the rate matrices at (c) 300 K, (d) 330 K, and (e) 360 K.
The color scale ranges from black for the smallest (most negative)
components to white for the largest (most positive) components, with
the midpoint of the scale ﬁxed at 50% gray for the zero components.7464 dx.doi.org/10.1021/jp112158w |J. Phys. Chem. B 2011, 115, 7459–7471
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coloredaccordingtotheirmostpopulatedstate,identifiedbythe
MSM analysis, with the same color scheme as in Figure 3. The
network analysis performed on the simulations of TZ1 at each
temperature (see Figure 4) show the N and I states occupying a
small, localized region of the network while the denatured states
D1 and D2 occupy the majority of the network. At all three
temperatures, the mapping of the macrostates from the MSM
analysis onto the kinetic network shows that the Markov states
are kinetically partitioned, i.e., different states occupy different
regions of the network, with limited overlap.
ThelocalizationoftheNstateisparticularlyprominentat300
K, where the relative depth of the free energy minima is larger
with respect to temperature, as reported by the low link density
region separating the native clusters from the rest of the network
in Figure 4a. This conﬁrms the presence of free energy barriers
between the Markov macrostates, and that the observed dena-
tured states are in a diﬀerent free energy basin than the folded
states.Inagreementwiththekineticmeasurements,thepresence
ofthegapislesswell-deﬁnedat330and360K,correspondingto
a smaller free energy barrier relative to kBT, separating N from I.
We note that the increase in link density between separate free
energy basins as the temperature increases is equivalent to an
increase in the available pathways used by the system to connect
the basins, in analogy to the ﬁndings for the Trp-cage mini
protein.
39 At all three temperatures, there is also evidence of a
free energy barrier between the D1 state and the most populated
region of the D2 state (green), although regions where the two
states are mixed are also present on the network.
Commitment Probability. The MSM identified a series of
relaxation processes. Each relaxation process can be associated
with the crossing of a free energy barrier defined on the free
energylandscapeofthepeptide.Thehighestbarrier,correspond-
ing to the slowest relaxation process, separates variably folded
Figure 4. Kinetic networks describing the conformation space of the
TZ1 peptide at (a) 300 K, (b) 330 K, and (c) 360 K. The nodes of the
network are colored according to their most populated macrostate, with
the N state being magenta, the I state being yellow, the D2 state being
green, and the D1 state being blue. The dominant conformation
belongingtoeachstateisalsoshown.Thenetworkpicturesareobtained
using the program VISONE.
38
Figure 3. Markov macrostates at (a) 300 K, (b) 330 K, and (c) 360 K
obtained by grouping together microstates with the same signs of the
components of the three slowest eigenvectors of the MSM. The native
state N is shown in magenta, the intermediate state I in yellow, the
denatured state D1 in dark blue, and the denatured state D2 in green.7465 dx.doi.org/10.1021/jp112158w |J. Phys. Chem. B 2011, 115, 7459–7471
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microstates from denatured microstates. The folded microstates,
which share the same sign of the first eigenvector components
(light-colored microstates in Figure 2c e, left), comprise both
microstates in N and I. The denatured microstates (sharing the
opposite sign to the folded microstates for the elements of the
first eigenvector, dark microstates in Figure 2c e, left) comprise
both D1 and D2. Smaller free energy barriers split the folded
microstates in I and N and the denatured microstates in D1 and
D2. Disregarding the smaller free energy barriers, we specifically
looked for the main folding transition state associated with the
highest free energy barrier. Approximate commitment probabil-
ities for the main folding transition were measured for all the
structures collected along the trajectories at each temperature,
using the most populated microstates Pi in the folded and
denatured regions (as determined by the sign of the first non-
null eigenvector) as target states (see “Methods”).
The distribution of commitment probabilities (Figure 5a)
shows two distinct peaks at pcommit ≈ 0.0 and pcommit ≈ 1.0,
which correspond to the denatured and folded states, respec-
tively (the distribution of pcommit for intermediate values is noisy
due to the relatively low number of conformations populating
this region). The approximate procedure used to measure the
commitment probability, which depends on the clustering algo-
rithmandsampling,mayinprinciplecompromiseitsreliabilityas
a reaction coordinate. Hummer and collaborators
37,40,41 pro-
posed a method to evaluate the quality of a reaction variable r by
measuring the conditional probability, p(TP|r), that a conforma-
tionwillbeonatransitionpathway(TP)foragivenvalueofr.He
showed
37 that, in the limit of diﬀusive dynamics along r, the
transition path probability p(TP|r) is related to the exact
commitment probability φ(r)b yp(TP|r)=2 φ(r)(1   φ(r)).
Thus,p(TP|r)inthelimitingcaseofapurediﬀusivesystemhasa
maximum of 0.5 at the transition state, i.e., for φ(r) = 0.5. This
ﬁnding has been used to assess the quality of reaction variables
for describing the dynamics of a generic system. In those
studies,
40,41theauthorscomparedthep(TP|r)obtainedusing
several reaction variables. Those variables which provided
p(TP|r) distributions close to the diﬀusive limit (i.e., peak close
to 0.5, bell shaped distribution around the peak) are considered
good, as they can separate stable and reactive species. Vice versa,
those variables giving rise to broad p(TP|r) distributions with a
small peak (<0.3) cannot be used to tell unequivocally if a
structureisreactive(i.e.,ifitbelongstothetransitionstate);thus,
they donot act as goodreaction coordinates. In the present case,
the distribution of p(TP|pcommit), shown in Figure 5b, is bell-
shaped withamaximumof0.48 at 300 K,0.49 at330 K,and 0.48
at 360 K centered on the region 0.4 e pcommit e 0.55, almost
reaching the ideal limit of 0.5 observed in the case of pure
unidimensional diﬀusion. This demonstrates that the approxi-
mate pcommit reported in the present work represents a good
reaction coordinate.
Structural and Thermodynamic Analyses of Macrostates.
Once the metastable macrostates and transition state were
identified by the Bayesian and commitment probability analyses
of the Markov model, respectively, their structural and thermo-
dynamic properties could be examined.
The populations of states D1, D2, I, N, and T were used to
calculate their relative stabilities (Table 2):
ΔGA   B ¼  NAkBT ln
PðAÞ
PðBÞ
  
ð13Þ
where P(A) andP(B) arethe populationsofthe two states, NAis
the Avogadro constant, and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
The average internal potential energy of each macrostate
ÆEpotæ was calculated from the internal potential energies re-
corded for each structure along a trajectory (Table 3). The
relative enthalpies of the denatured and native state were also
compared:
ΔHðTÞU   N ¼ ÆEpotðUÞæ   ÆEpotðNÞæ ð14Þ
where ΔH(T)U N is the enthalpy change at temperature T and
ÆEpot(U)æ and ÆEpot(N)æ are the average internal potential
energies of the denatured (D1 þ D2) and native (N) state,
respectively. The average number of backbone H-bonds and
average rmsd's for each state are shown in Tables 4 and 5.
As shown in Table 3, the N state has the lowest average
potential energy and the denatured states D1 and D2 have the
Figure 5. (a) Distribution of approximate commitment probabilities
shownat300K(solidline),330K(dashedline),and360K(dash-dotted
line).(b)Theconditionalprobabilityofbeingonatransitionpathwayfor
agivenvalueof theapproximatecommitmentprobabilityisshownat300
K (solid line), 330 K (dashed line), and 360 K (dash-dotted line).
Table 2. Relative Stabilities of the D1, D2, I, and N States at
the Three Simulation Temperatures
relative stability ΔGstate1 state2 (kcal/mol)
temperature (K) D1 D2 D1 ND 2  ND 1  ID 2  II  N
300 0.163 1.146 0.982 0.937 0.774 0.208
330 0.382 1.482 1.100 1.143 0.761 0.339
360 0.454 1.750 1.296 1.343 0.890 0.406
Table3. AverageInternalPotentialEnergiesoftheD1,D2,I,
N, and T States Given at 300, 330, and 360 K
ÆEpotæ (kcal/mol)
temperature (K) N I T D1 D2
300 29.1(3.5 32.6(3.6 32.9(3.5 33.2(3.5 33.3 (3.8
330 44.3( 3.8 48.3(3.9 49.3(4.0 48.6(3.9 49.5(4.1
360 60.6(4.2 63.8( 4.1 65.4(4.2 64.0(4.2 65.6(4.37466 dx.doi.org/10.1021/jp112158w |J. Phys. Chem. B 2011, 115, 7459–7471
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highest average potential energies at 300, 330, and 360 K, as
expected. At all three temperatures, the enthalpy increases in the
denatured state relative to the native state (ΔH(T)U N = 4.1 (
4.9, 4.7 ( 5.5, and 4.2 ( 5.9 kcal/mol at 300, 330, and 360 K,
respectively), although the error on the diﬀerence is quite large.
A structural comparison of the various states of the peptide is
provided in Figure 6. The secondary structure of the peptide
according to STRIDE
42 was computed along the trajectories
using VMD
43 for the macrostates D1, D2, I, N, and T. For the
compact denatured state D1 (Figure 6, column 1), the hairpin is
quite “open”, and with the H-bonds between residues E5and K8
only loosely formed (HB < 0.01), the shape of the backbone
ﬂuctuates signiﬁcantly within this state. The turn sequence
extends from residues W4 to N7 at the three simulation
temperatures, while the rest of the residues are in the coil region.
The four tryptophan side-chains appear to stabilize this state. In
this case, the tryptophan residues appear to minimize their
exposed surface area by packing between the backbones of the
two strands. The second denatured state D2 (Figure 6, column
2) has, on average, a greatly extended turn sequence from
residuesW2toT10at300,330,and360K,thoughthesecondary
structure is less homogeneous than for the other macrostates.
The hairpin is more open with much higher ﬂuctuation in both
backbone shape and the positions of the tryptophan side-chains.
The I state (Figure 6, column 3), in which the native G6 N7
turnsequenceispreserved,featuresβ-bridgestructureatresidues
E5 and K8 and additional turn structure for residue W4 at 300,
330, and 360 K. The rest of the peptide is random coil. The
hairpin remains relatively “closed”, and the tryptophan residues
form a disordered hydrophobic core on one side of the hairpin.
The shape of the backbone shows slightly less variation within
this macrostate, primarily toward the terminal residues, since the
turn sequence is stabilized by a strong H-bond between residues
E5andK8.TheNstateconformations(Figure6,column4)atall
three temperatures are characterized by the preservation of the
G6 N7 turn sequence and the presence of extended β-sheet
structure in the four residues on either side of the turn, residues
W2 E5 and K8 W11. Stabilized by the presence of ﬁve
strongly formed backbone H-bonds, the ensemble of conforma-
tions shows very little variation in the shape of the backbone
within the N state, and the tryptophan residues are regularly
packed in the center of the hairpin.
At 300 and 330 K, the transition state T (Figure 6, column 5)
identiﬁed from the commitment probability in Figure 5 is
structurally very similar to the intermediate state, though the
variation in structures is greater for this less energetically stable
state. At 360 K, while the G6 N7 turn sequence is unchanged,
theβ-bridgestructureofresiduesE5andK8dominantatthetwo
lowertemperaturesisreplacedbytworesiduesoftheextendedβ-
sheet (W4 E5 and K8 W9). The ﬂuctuation in the backbone
shape is also similar to that of the intermediate state. At 300 K,
there are two formed H-bonds between residues E5 and K8,
while at the two higher temperatures only the H-bond closest to
the turn is formed.
The changes in the secondary structure content between the
states along the peptide sequence were also examined. Within
each of the D1, D2, I, N, and T states, the numbers of
conformations with random coil, turn, extended β-sheet, or β-
bridgestructureswerecalculatedasafractionofthetotalnumber
of conformations for each of the 12 residues at the three
simulation temperatures. Since the changes in secondary struc-
ture between the states at each temperature are nearly identical
(see Figure 6), only the 330 K data are shown in Figure 7.
These data highlight the homogeneity of the N state, with all
the conformations having a similar secondary structure, as
expected. While the D1 state is also structurally homogeneous
(with the exception of residues K8 W9), the outer tryptophan
pair (W2 and W11) and the two threonine residues (T3 and
T10)intheD2statecanvariablybeineitheraturnconformation
or arandom coil.Similarly,theintermediateandtransitionstates
are less structurally homogeneous, particularly for the residues
on either side of the G6 N7 turn sequence (W4 E5 and
K8 W9), for which no secondary structural feature is present
in more than half of the conformations within the state. It is also
noteworthy that in D1 not only G6 and N7 show recurrent turn
secondarystructure,butalsoW4andE5(Figure7a).Inaddition,
β-sheet formation in D1, although relatively rare, involves
residues W2 W4 and residues E7 W9 (Figure 7b). These
twopiecesofdatasuggestthepresenceofout-of-registerhairpins
in D1 with the turn shifted one residue to the N terminus.
The relevance of all formed contacts was determined by
calculating structural Φ-values
10,44 for each residue in the inter-
mediate and transition states at the three simulation tempera-
tures. In each individual structure, a van der Waals contact was
Table 4. Average Numbers of Backbone H-Bonds Given for States D1, D2, I, N, and T at 300, 330, and 360 K
HB
temperature (K) N I T D1 D2
300 2.80(0.20 0.90(0.25 0.88(0.20 0.006 (0.009 0.007(0.013
330 2.58(0.26 0.78(0.22 0.61(0.22 0.007(0.011 0.005(0.007
360 1.94 (0.40 0.62(0.19 0.44( 0.22 0.008(0.012 0.005(0.009
Table 5. Average rmsd's Given for States D1, D2, I, N, and T at 300, 330, and 360 K
rmsd (Å)
temperature (K) N I T D1 D2
300 1.16(0.19 3.05(0.36 2.46(0.23 4.07(0.15 5.15 (0.29
330 1.32( 0.22 3.17(0.41 3.28(0.31 4.25(0.20 5.50(0.28
360 1.79(0.31 3.43 (0.39 3.57(0.44 4.27( 0.21 5.66(0.307467 dx.doi.org/10.1021/jp112158w |J. Phys. Chem. B 2011, 115, 7459–7471
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deﬁned when the distance between two atoms was less than
6.0Å,andwasdeﬁnedas“formed”ifitoccurredforatleast2/3of
the structures within a state. Nearest-neighbor contacts (both
interatomic and between residues) and backbone atoms were
excludedfromthecalculation.IfthefractionofN-statestructures
in which the contact i is formed is FN(i) and the fraction of
structuresinastateXinwhichthecontactiisformedisFX(i),the
structural Φ-value for state X is
SnatΦðrÞ¼
∑
i ∈ NCðrÞ
FXðiÞ
∑
i ∈ NCðrÞ
FNðiÞ
ð15Þ
whereNC(r)isthegroupofcontactsoccurringinconformations
ofthenativestateforeachresiduer.SnatΦ(r)usuallytakesvalues
ranging from 0 to 1 (although values out of this range are also
possible), 0 indicating that the structure around residue r is
conformationally far from the N state and 1 indicating that the
structure is conformationally similar to the N state.
As can be seen in Figure 8, the central residues of the peptide
aremostnative-like, withageneraldecreaseinnativeness toward
the terminal residues. The number of contacts formed in the
intermediate state is largely independent of temperature, while
the transition state becomes less native-like as the temperature is
increased.Atthelowertemperatures,theTstateSnatΦvaluesare
larger than those in the I state, indicating a more native-like
packing of the side-chains. Figure 8 conﬁrms that the G6 N7
turn sequence is strongly native-like for both the intermediate
and transition states at all three temperatures.
’DISCUSSION
Markov State Model and Markovianity of the TZ1 Repre-
sentations. The optimized Markov state approach employed
here is based on several assumptions whose validity must be
considered. The first of these is that the dynamics of the system
is Markovian, or memory-less. This implies that the future
dynamical evolution of the conformation of a molecule depends
only on its current state and not on the previous history of the
molecule. In practice, the dynamics of a system is unlikely to be
completelyMarkovianatshorttimescales,
19sothemeanlifetime
of the stable states of a system must be long compared to the
length of the memory, allowing fast initial non-Markovian
dynamics to be neglected. A preliminary test of the Markovian
assumption is based on the convergence of the spectrum of the
eigenvalues of the rate matrix, as the lag time is varied. This test
showed us that a representation of the system obtained by
binning the trajectory along a single observable (the number of
nativebackboneHBs)didnotprovideMarkoviandynamics(asit
did in other instances
30,45). This means that the information
conveyed by the HB is not sufficient to describe the kinetics of
folding of the peptide.
Themethod wastherefore extended touse bothHBandrmsd
(see Methods), and in this case, the slowest eigenvalues at the
Figure 6. Conformations of the four stable macrostates identiﬁed by the Markov state model analysis (D1, D2, I, and N) and the transition state
identiﬁed by the commitment probability (T) at (a) 300 K, (b) 330 K, and (c) 360 K. The unstructured random coil is shown in gray, turn sequence in
tan, extended β-sheet structure in red, and β-bridge structure in blue. Several backbone conformations for each state are superimposed to illustrate the
conformationalvariabilitywithinthestate,andrepresentativepositionsofthefourtryptophansidechainsareshown.TheCRatomsoftheconformations
were aligned using the ﬁrst NMR conformation as a reference.7468 dx.doi.org/10.1021/jp112158w |J. Phys. Chem. B 2011, 115, 7459–7471
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three simulation temperatures studied were found to converge
forlagtimeslargerthan2.5ns(Figure2b).Asafurtherandmore
stringent test of the Markovian assumption, the decay times of
the autocorrelation functions of the ﬁrst three eigenvectors of R
projected along the simulations were examined. Figure 9 shows
that these decay times are in good agreement with the decay
times expected from the corresponding eigenvalues (Table 1),
conﬁrming that this representation is Markovian. The Marko-
vianityoftherepresentationprovidesavalidation,aposteriori,for
both the choice of observables (HB and rmsd) and the ﬁne
graining of the binning procedure. Indeed, if either of the two
was not good enough, then the representation would not be
Markovian. We note also that other choices of observables
should provide similar slow eigenmodes, as long as the obser-
vables report the same amount of information about the slow
dynamics of the system.
17
The Markov States of TZ1. The eigenvector analysis identi-
fied three significant relaxation processes, the slowest being the
one between the folded and denatured states of the peptide,
with relaxation times ranging from 2 to 20 ns, according to
the temperature (Table 1). The relaxation times measured in
this study cannot be directly compared with experimental data,
as the simulationswere deliberatelyruninthe absence of solvent
viscosity to maximize the number of sampled transition events.
However, the 2 orders of magnitude reduction in the transition
timesmeasuredat300K(20.0 (0.6ns,Table1)withrespectto
the experimental data (kobs
 1 =[ kf þ ku]
 1 = 4.7 ( 0.3 μs at 296
K
36) is in line with the reduction observed in a variety of other
systems ranging from helices to three-stranded β-hairpin pep-
tides simulated in the same way,
46 48 indicating that the force
field yields a separation of time scales consistent with experi-
mental data.
Interestingly, the second slowest relaxation, with relaxation
times ranging from 1.4 to 4.6 ns (Table 1), occurs between a
highly populated, compact state (D1) and a less densely popu-
lated state encompassing a broader range of HB and rmsd values
(D2). Evidence of this separation of the D1 and D2 states was
also indicated in the kinetic network analyses by regions of low
link density separating the two (Figure 4). The distance from a
pure exponential relaxation for the autocorrelation function of
the associated eigenvector (Figure 9) and the presence of a
limited overlap (Figure 4) in the kinetic network projection
between D1 and D2 states, as reported by the presence of
network regions containing clusters from both states, indicates,
however, that even the rmsd and HB may be ﬂanked by some
other observable to improve the separation between the D1 and
D2 states. We also note that, because D1 and D2 may not have
been perfectly separated by the HB-rmsd-based MSM, the
relaxation times between the two states may be underestimated.
These relaxation times are already close to those measured for
the main folding transition; thus, we cannot completely exclude
the possibility that the D1/D2 exchange occurs via the native
state, or, in other words, that the native state represents a kinetic
hub connecting the two heterogeneous denatured states as
recently proposed for β3s
12 and for villin and NTL9.
49 On the
other hand, here the native state is not very stable at any of the
Figure 7. Residue-speciﬁc secondary structure distribution for the
states D1 (blue), D2 (green), I (yellow), N (red), and T (black) at
330 K for (a) the turn sequence, (b) extended β-sheet, (c) β-bridge
structures, and (d) random coil.
Figure 8. Structural Φ-values per residue in the I and T states at 300,
330, and 360 K.7469 dx.doi.org/10.1021/jp112158w |J. Phys. Chem. B 2011, 115, 7459–7471
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simulatedtemperatures;thus,oursystemisinaregimewherethe
kinetic hub picture may not necessarily hold. It is plausible that
the lack of Markovianity of the representation based only on HB
is due to the complexity of the denatured state and the presence
of two distinct free energy basins D1 and D2, which cannot be
separated by HB alone.
The third signiﬁcant free energy barrier at 330 and 360 K was
found between the N and I states (Figure 2d,e, right), with
relaxation times ranging from 0.8 to 1.8 ns (Table 1). This
barrier, which is visually more evident from the HB-rmsd
projections than the one between D1 and D2, is actually smaller
than the latter, as it allows for a faster relaxation (i.e., larger
eigenvalue). This is a clear demonstration of the need for a
careful kinetic analysis to correctly discriminate the populated
macrostatesofabiomolecularsystem,especiallywhenthenature
ofthestablestatesisunknownapriori,asinthepresentcase,orin
any attempt to characterize the structures of the denatured state.
At 300 K, the third relaxation process primarily involves a
population exchange between I and D2, with only a weak
participationof N (Figure 2c, right), in contrastto what happens
at higher temperatures. We note, however, that this result is still
suﬃcient to separate N from I.
The Kinetic Network Analysis Is Necessary to Identify
Reactive Species. The disadvantage of using a MSM based on
projections of the trajectory upon simple observables (i.e., HB
and rmsd) is that the kinetic information contained in the
simulation data may be partly lost, an issue that becomes
particularly serious when kinetically unstable transition states
are considered.
6 The decomposition in macrostates provided by
the MSM does not allow for the direct identification of reactive
species. Indeed, the distribution of the probability of folding for
conformationsbelongingtotheIstateshowsthatIisenrichedin
reactive conformations with respect to the overall trajectory.
However, italso shows that thelargestmajorityofthe conforma-
tionsinIarenotreactive(Figure10).Then,theuseofthekinetic
network analysis, which allows for the definition of a reliable
reaction coordinate, pcommit, becomes necessary for the correct
identification of the reactive species.
The Denatured State. The denatured state of TZ1 in the
present simulations appears heterogeneous, because the two
substates D1 and D2 have a relatively slow interconversion rate.
ThestateD1isacompactstatewheretheturnatresiduesG6and
N7 is formed, while the two strands of the hairpin are not paired
by backbone HB and interlocking Trp side chains like the native
state but by a disordered arrangement of the Trp side chains in a
conformation that possibly minimizes the nonpolar exposure to
the solvent. The state D2, on the other hand, is more diffuse and
heterogeneous with a lower amount of residual structure,
although it retains a certain tendency to form a turn close to
residues G6 and N7 (Figure 7). It is worth pointing out that the
compact structures with buried tryptophan side chains observed
hereforthestatesD1,andtoalesserextentD2,maybetheresult
of an overstabilization of hydrophobic interactions due to the
approximatemodelforthesolvent.Thismayalsoexplainthelow
population of the native state observed here even at 300 K, in
contrast with the experimental midpoint transition temperature
of 323 K.
25 Although the comparison with explicit water simula-
tions of the same peptide
22 is made difficult by the different
temperatures used in that study, no strong propensity to sample
compact conformations in the denatured state was observed in
those simulations. Nor were they able to distinguish the two
components D1 and D2 of the denatured state, although a
further investigation (G.S. unpublished data) revealed that the
tendencytoformaturninposition6and7inthedenaturedstate
was also present in the explicit water simulations. High tempera-
tureexplicit watersimulationsofTZ2,
50apeptidesimilartoTZ1
but with a different turn sequence, and an analysis using an
automatic Markov state decomposition
13 revealed considerable
structure in the denatured state in analogy with what has been
found here, although in those studies structure in the denatured
state appeared to be stabilized by non-native backbone H-bonds
while here it is predominantly stabilized by hydrophobic inter-
action between tryptophan side chains. Those studies also
pointed out the presence of out-of-register hairpin states, some
of which are compatible with the N-terminal shift of the turn
observed here in some of the conformations of D1.
The Intermediate State. The presence of the significantly
populated intermediate state (I) in the current simulations was
also observed in explicit-solvent high temperature molecular
dynamics simulations of the same peptide,
22 although the
detailed structures differ. Indeed, in the present simulations,
stateIisstabilizedbyahydrogenbondbetweenK8andE5,while,
in the explicit water simulations, a hydrogen bond between T3
andT10wasalsoformed.Previoussimulationsperformedonthe
related TZ2 peptide led to contrasting results. While large
numbers of short implicit-solvent MD simulations suggested a
two-state system,
36 other simulations of TZ2 using implicit
solvent models
51 favored a noncooperative folding hypothesis,
even if the projection of the free energy landscape showed a
minimum with characteristics similar to the I state identified in
this study. Explicit solvent simulations of TZ2
52 54 also revealed
Figure 9. Autocorrelation functions for the ﬁrst three eigenvectors
(continuous lines) of the rate matrix R at 330 K and the corresponding
exponential decay associated with the eigenvector (dashed lines). Only
data for times larger than lag time are shown.
Figure 10. Probability density of the commitment probability distribution
for state I (continuous line) and for the overall trajectory (dotted line).7470 dx.doi.org/10.1021/jp112158w |J. Phys. Chem. B 2011, 115, 7459–7471
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the presence of an intermediate state similar to the I state.
Experimental characterization of TZ2 by isotope-edited 2D IR
spectroscopy
55 revealed the presence of partially folded states
withonlythemidrangenativeH-bondsformedalongthehairpin,
a bulged turn, and variably frayed termini. These conformations
resembletheIstateidentifiedforTZ1hereand,toalargerextent,
that observed in the explicit water simulations.
22 Explicit water
simulations of the hairpin B1 from protein G,
56 which has a
similar sequence to the trpzip peptides, reported the presence of
atleastonekineticintermediatewithcharacteristicssimilartothe
one observed here. The presence of an intermediate state fits the
available experimental data on the folding of TZ2 and related
peptides,wheretheunfoldingratesaremainlydeterminedbythe
robustnessofthehydrophobiccorepackingandthefoldingrates
are determined by the turn propensity of the sequence.
57
The Folding Transition State of TZ1. The transition state T
of TZ1 is characterized by a well formed turn region and the
proximal part of the strands in extended β-sheet conformation
(Figures6and7).Withrespecttosecondarystructurecontent,T
is similar to the I state although slightly less native-like. In terms
of side chain packing, the T state presents a compact and
disordered arrangement of the tryptophan side chains similar
to I, although the number of native side-chain contacts in T is
largerthaninI(Figure8),indicatingtheimportanceofcorrectside-
chain packing for thefolding transition tocomplete.This picture
of the transition state is similar to the one obtained from explicit
solvent simulations
22 where the rate limiting step for folding was
identified in the correct packing of the tryptophan side-chains,
whileproximalH-bondsandtheturnregionwerealreadyformed
at transition.
The structure of the folding transition state was found to be
relatively insensitive to changes in temperature in proteins like
CI2
58,59 and Protein A.
60 However, smaller structural units such
as those represented by small peptides may be more sensitive to
environmental changes. While explicit water simulations of the
unfoldingoftheTZ1 peptide
22showed subtlestructuralchanges
in thetransition state structures as afunction of temperature, the
hightemperatureandlackofproperthermodynamicequilibrium
in the simulations prevented a deeper exploration of these
phenomena. Here, we observe that the similarity of the T state
to the native state N, as reported by the structural Φ values and
bythesuperpositionofconformationsofTinFigure6,decreases
with temperature. This, however, should not be interpreted as
anti-Hammond behavior because this comparison does not take
into account the corresponding changes in the denatured state.
Indeed, the conformational distribution of N and D1/D2 is also
temperature dependent. Experimentally, movements of transi-
tion states relative to the ground states are measured in terms of
the Tanford beta value,
61 which is thought to approximate
the ratio between the solvent accessible surface area buried in
T and in N, upon folding from D. Accessible surface area
calculations on the conformations identiﬁed here as belonging
to T, N, and D2 (Table 6) show small diﬀerences between the
states, relative to the spread of the distributions. This leads to
large errors on the determination of the Tanford beta value,
which rules out drawing a deﬁnitive conclusion about tempera-
turedependenttransitionstatemovements.Apossiblereasonfor
thelargeerrorliesinthefactthatD2inoursimulations,although
less compact than D1, is still a relatively compact state; thus, the
change in solvent accessible surface area upon folding is limited.
’CONCLUSIONS
Here, we showed how the combineduse of MSM analysisand
kinetic network analysis allows for a detailed, concise, and
consistent characterization of both the metastable and the
transition states for folding of peptides. Besides states identiﬁed
in earlier simulations, the Markov state analysis of trajectories
projected on standard observables allowed for the identiﬁcation
of diﬀerent subspecies inthedenatured state of theTZ1 peptide,
whichcouldotherwisebeeasilymissedbystandardinspectionof
the projected trajectory. The metastable states as identiﬁed by
the Markov state analysis provided a solid base to perform
approximate commitment probability calculations using the
kinetic network representation of the peptide dynamics and
correctly identify the reactive species. The approximate commit-
ment probabilities were proven to represent a good reaction
variable. The Markov state analysis and the kinetic network
analysis also provided a consistent reciprocal validation of the
results, showing that the Markov macrostates are kinetically
localized and well partitioned along the network. The picture
of the folding process of TZ1 emerging from the analysis is the
following. The slowest conformational change observed in TZ1
is the conversion between folded and denatured species. The
other slow processes involve exchange between a compact and a
less compact subspecies of the denatured state and exchange
between the fully native and partially folded intermediate state
withanH-bondformedclosetotheturn.Thetransitionstatefor
the slowest relaxation process (i.e., folding) is characterized by
the formation of H-bonds proximal to the turn and a well
structured turn region, while packing of the tryptophan side-
chains is not complete, although it encompasses more native
contacts than in the intermediate state.
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